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BACKGROUND TO PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
This section is in two parts The first describes some major events since the war and carries the story
o 1971 The second part describes our own political institutions the Common-wealth the United
Nations Western and other International Organisations
I    NARRATIVE OF POLITICAL EVENTS
BRITAIN    POLITICAL BACKGROUND
Bnei Historical Survey
The end of the Great War marked a watershed
in British political life The Representation of
the People Acu of 1918 gave the vote to all men
over the age of 21 and to women over 30 the
Iranchise being extended to women over 21 in
1928 Thus betan a new era of mass participation
in politics The newly enfranchised working
classes were catered for by a specifically working
class party the Labour party and the next
decades were to see the virtual eclipse of the other
radical party the Liberals However from the
mud of Flanders Britain moved into the quagmire
of economic depression each government no
matter what its political hue seeming to be in the
grip of economic forces bej ond its control
Effective demand for feoods remained year in
vear out fai below the productive capacity of the
economy and as a result unemployment was
always high Between 1921 and 1939 it never
dropped below the million mark and In the depths
of the world slump in 1932 it nearly reached 3
million out of a total insured labour iorce of 12 5
million One worker in four was out of a job
and in some of the depressed areas it was nearer
one m three Even the rearmament drive of
1937-8 failed to end the depression though it did
bring some revival of demand for the products of
heavy industry and it was not until 1940 that
unemployment finally disappeared
In the niter war period Britain had considering
its unemployment not been too badly off for
three main reasons First we had long been
industrialised so that the chronic under invest
ment of the period in the means of production had
not the effects it would have had on a nation with
out our stock ot capital goods Second although,
throughout the period we -were losing ground in
overseas markets to our competitors the terms of
tiade grew moie favourable foi us so that the
same volume of exports could pay for a far higher
volume of impoits than it could have done m
19VJ—or than it has ever done since the war
That was not much, comiort to those dependent
for their living on an exporting industry but it
did mean that falling exports brought no serious
balance of payments problems And third in
those days Butain was still the owner of vast
overseas assets which brought in a steady large
investment to pay for imports and which could
if necessary be drawn on to finance any deficit in
the balance of payments
The Effect ol the War
The war changed all this The export trade was
slashed to a thiid of its pre war level the overseas
assets were sold off and large debts incurred in
their place Investment in and oven main
tenance of capital goods had to be put off
Finally the war brought to an end the favourable
turn m the terms of trade In 1946 they were
much worse than m 1938 and from 1945 to 1951
they steadily turned against us
As a result the first five years after the war were
years of chronic excess of demand—of demand for
more investment to make good the neglect of
decades of demand for more consumption to
bring to an end the austerity of wartime and to
 allow families to replenish then: depleted stocks of
household goods and of demand for exports to
meet the unfavourable turn in the terms of trade
and to allow us to start paying off the debts
incurred in the war Immediately the problem
was an impossible one without American aid we
would have been bankrupt Buu gradually as
production picked up demand began to come under
control once more and it did seem as if by 1950
the most pressing immediate problems had been
successfully surmounted There were still many
relics of the war—housing was still inadequate
the roads and railways were neglected rationing
was still with us prices were not yet stable and
there were still shortages ot many important
materials
Attlee's First Labour Government
The Labour party left the National government
after the overthrow of Germany in May 194o
rejecting overtures from Churchill to continue the
coalition Faced with this re-emergence of party
politics the caretaker government had no
choice but to call a general election to ascertain
which party should lead the nation along the paih
to peace The Conservative party campaigned
on the slogan Let Churchill finish the job
Labour on a vigorous programme of social and
economic reform The electorate remembering
the dismal thirties and perhaps intuitively recog-
nising Churchill s greatness as a warrior but his
unsuitabmty to lead in time of peace as well as
desiring radical social changes returned Clement
Attlee with a majority of 146 over all other parties
The Labour party became the majority party for
the first time in its history (on its two previous
occasions in office 1924 and 1929-31 it was
dependent upon Liberal support) The Confer
vatives with 213 seats fell to their lowest ebb
since 1906 and the Liberals formerly one of the
two great parties captured only 12 seats
The cabinet (of 20) included Ernest Bevin
(Foreign Secretary) former docker and leader of
the   Transport  and  General   Workers   Union
Aneurin Bevan (Minister of Health)   ex miner
from   South   Wales    Herbert   Morrison   (Lord
President   of the   Council  and  deputy  Prime
Minister) Ellen Wilkinson (Minister of Education)
Hugh Dalton (Chancellor of the Exchequer)  Sir
Stafford Cnpps (President of the Board of Trade)
Harold   Wilson   and   Hugh   Gaitskell    junior
ministers at the Ministries of Public Works and
Fuel   and   Power   respectively    both   Oxford
economists were later to become leaders of their
party    The  Prime  Minister   himself   dement
Attlee educated at Haileybury and Oxford had
done social work in the East End of London
becoming  Mayor  of Stepney   befoie  entering
parliament m 1922    To these men fell the task of
shaping poet war Britain
Although Britain emerged from the war with
new industries ready for expansion and a much
increased labour force much of her pre war
capital wealth had been destroyed and urgent
action was required to replace worn out capital
equipment and turn industrial resources to peace
tune production To conserve vital resources
a programme of rationing and austerity Tyas
introduced Both trade unions and manu-
facturers cooperated m holding down wages and

